Addendum 1 has been issued to answer questions submitted regarding the RFQ.

1. Do you currently have a member of your team manning the Fire Alarm Panel during Sprinkler Testing & Inspections? If yes, is the incumbent sending one or two technicians on-site for annual and quarterly testing?
   **Answer:** Yes, CCSU provides the Fire Alarm Tech to man the Fire Alarm Panel during testing. The incumbent normally sends one tech for annual and quarterly testing. The contractor would have the option of sending two techs if that would be preferable in order to expedite testing.

2. Can you please clarify/confirm scope for the “One (1) Five-Year Pressure Test for all buildings” – Is this FDC Hydrotesting?
   **Answer:** Yes this is the FDC Hydrotesting.

3. Can you please confirm/clarify scope for the “Three Year Standpipe Inspection (Wet or Dry)? NFPA requires flow test for wet standpipes and hydro test for dry standpipes, however that is required every 5 years.
   **Answer:** CCSU requires testing every five (5) years. Please see attached revised price sheet.
   **USE AND RETURN THE REVISED PRICE SHEET WITH YOUR BID RESPONSE.**

4. Can you please clarify the frequency you are requesting for Fire Pump Testing? (Weekly, quarterly, annually?)
   **Answer:** Per the RFQ specifications, quarterly but may request occasional weekly testing.

All other terms, conditions and specifications in the RFQ remain the same.

**END OF ADDENDUM 1**